


Maximum security and the newest technology in Tamper-evidence.

A :pplications
Utility Meters - Light, Water and Gas
Advantages:
One-piece Seal (Fastlock II)
Closed-end Locking Mechanism
Numbers and/or logo molded in high relief (Fastlock I)
Laser Bar-coded Numbers (Fastlock II)
Made in Polycarbonate Raw Material - See-through properties
Ergonomic

Fastlock II:
Wire ultrasonically welded to seal - when
cut wire frays, showing evidences
of tampering.

Fastlock Seals I & II

Seal´s numbers

Number of
Sealed Compartment

Responsible
Agent

Registered in
Database

Online

Registered in
Database

Online

Fastlock I LM

Fastlock II LM

Gas Meter

Water meter

Electricity Meter

Mat of 10 seals connected together
user-friendly seal distribution and application

ELC offers a software along with the Fastlock seals which controls the application
of the seal creating the “virtual security link” - visit www.elodeseguranca.com.br

Exclusive:

Features:
Bar code with check digit or high relief molded numbers -
impossible to counterfeit !
No tools required for sealing
Raw-material additives that prolong seal useful life up
to twenty years

The information is recorded into a web-based
database which can be easily traced anytime
anywhere.

Impossible to substitute the original seal
Revenue Protection Guaranteed



Anchor Seals AN, AWN & AFN

Applications:
Utility Meters - Light, Water and Gas
Advantages:
No tools required
Optional: for on-the-spot markingMarking Pliers
Optional: eliminates transcription errorsAuthenticator
Variety of , sizes and materialssealing threads

Numbering:
High relief molded numbers - Impossible
to counterfeit !
Laser hatched Bar-coded numbers with check digit
Hot stamp (Model AFNH)

A2N LM seal
with receipt

Anchor Seals - Now available with double anchor
(Four Hooks):
The double anchor seals offer additional resistance
against tampering

7 Threads Stranded Wire

3 Threads Stranded Wire

p a

2 Threads S ir led Wire
2 Threads Stranded Wire

* Wire:
In Stainless steel or
galvanized wire
available in spools
or pre-cut sizes

AWN seal
in high relief

* Polycarbonate
high security
and resistance

Numbers laser marked on the seal´s capsule and on its
tab, which tears-off as a receipt. The receipt serves as a
physical proof of delivery/expedition and guarantees the
perfect match to the used seal.

Laser Hatched Seals:

Raw-Material:
Polycarbonate Seals
Laser Hatched Seals:
Anchor capsule insert and numbers
(A LM, AN LM, A2N LM, ANR LM and A2NR LM)
Anchor, numbers and plastic filament (AFN LM and A2FN LM)
Anchor, numbers and wire (AWN LM, A2WN LM,
AWNR LM and A2WNR LM)
Anchor, numbers and metallic band (ARN LM, A2RN LM,
ARNR LM and A2RNR)

A2N LM Seal

AN LM Seal

AN LM seal
with receipt

Water meter

Electricity Meter

High Relief Numbered Seals:
Anchor, numbers and wire (AWN)

Raw-Material:
Polypropylene Seals
Hot Stamp Numbered Seals:
Anchor, numbers and plastic filament (AFNH)
Anchor, numbers and wire (AWNH)

Gas Meter

State-of-the-Art Anchor Seals universally recognized in
the Utility Industry

A2FN LM seal in polypropylene
mat with 10 pieces



Security Seal Starlock

ELC  Security Products

Starlock is a unique and 100% Tamper-evident closure system.
Freon-proof, contains no adhesive to compromise security and
recyclability. Post-office approved. Design to withstand the most
abusive handling conditions. Strong, lightweight, water and oil
resistant, opaque or clear polyethylene film, gusset version.

Starlock Security Bags

Applications:
Inspection on Fraudulent Meters

Cold, heat and prolonged storage resistant
High security side-welding

Ultrasonic welding “waffer-type”
Optional: Numbered tear-off

receipt with 7 digits: The numeric sequence
on the body is repeated on the tear-off
receipt serving as physical proof of the

delivery/expedition of the bag

Advantages:
The only 100% Tamper-evident disposable bag (Freon-proof)

Optional: Bar coded numbered tear-off receipt
Gusset Version saves postage compared with corrugated cartons
Optional: External Pouch for Airway bill (Courier)
Reinforced Tri-extruded Film to prevent accidental punctures
from meter
Personalization with company name and logo available
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